16	"A BRANCH  OF COMMERCE"
Lord Reading was so ignorant of the methods of
journalism that he naively remarked in a speech on the
morrow of his appointment that he was " amazed at the
capacity of those engaged in daily newspaper production,
at the quickness with which a leading article could be
turned out, and at the rapidity with which the daily
newspapers trod upon the heels of events/' If these
discoveries " amazed" him, it was clear that he had
given no thought to the methods of newspaper pro-
duction. Unfortunately for the Chronicle, he took no
pains to acquaint himself with the business of which he
was put in charge. On the death of the senior of the
two Indian merchants, he rashly sold the Chronicle to a
speculator in news-print who had taken over a leash
of illustrated weeklies from Sir John Ellerman, the
shipping millionaire, and made himself an object of
ridicule by bringing out a new one which was almost the
greatest failure ever known*
The new controller, instead of improving the paper
gradually, did nothing for a time, then planned sensa-
tional developments on borrowed money. What was in
effect a new paper, and a very good one, was produced
in March 1930. Anyone with an elementary knowledge
of newspapers could see that it needed time to win the
popularity it deserved* But the bankers who had lent
the money for it knew even less about the newspaper
trade than the man who borrowed it* They declined
to go on lending* In a feverish hurry a purchaser for
the property was sought* On a Friday evening in June,j
after three months' working of the new paper, the staflt
left with a firm assurance that rumours of stoppage wfere
untrue* On the Sunday, when they arrived at the 00ace,
they were told that the Chronicle would appear no more:
it had been amalgamated with the "Daily

